B2B professionals have unique business roles and personalities that affect each differently. As such, productivity tools must meet those unique needs. With this new sense of permanence, a variety of personas can tune to their best productivity and ergo solutions.

- **Knowledge Professional**: Corporate users across all functional areas who spend 60-70% of their time at workstations in creation/collaboration mode.
- **Power User**: Skilled professionals whose focus is on a high level of creation and maximum output. (i.e. Software developers, creative professionals, and analysts).
- **Hybrid Professional**: Corporate users across all functional areas that don’t regularly work from the office and rely on a mobile workstation.
- **Ergo + Well-being Conscious**: Employees across all functions/levels that spend the majority of time on a computer. They may be addressing daily pain or want to avoid future discomfort.
VIDEO BARS AND CONFERENCE CAMERAS

Logitech® offers a range of video bars and conference camera optimized for different meeting rooms and spaces. The sophistication of our video and AI technology is a key reason organizations equip their meeting rooms with Logitech devices, #1 worldwide in video conferencing hardware solutions. RoomMate runs CollabOS, which allows you to easily deploy Microsoft Teams® Rooms on Android™, Zoom Rooms™ Appliances, and other leading video conferencing services.

**RALLY BAR**
Rally Bar is Logitech’s premier, all-in-one video bar for midsize meeting rooms. Brilliant optics, powerful audio, and remarkable simplicity set a new standard for video collaboration. Deploy in USB or appliance mode.
Logi P/Ns
Graphite: 960-001308
White: 960-001320
MSRP $3,999

**RALLY BAR MINI**
Simplicity meets versatility with Rally Bar Mini, Logitech’s most advanced all-in-one video bar for small rooms or huddle spaces. Deploy at scale in USB or appliance mode.
Logi P/Ns
Graphite: 960-001336
White: 960-001348
MSRP $2,999

**RALLY PLUS**
Power meets flexibility with Rally Plus, Logitech’s premier video conferencing system for large and extra-large rooms. Rally Plus features an ultra-HD PTZ camera, modular audio, and AI-driven performance. Expandable up to 7 mic pods for even greater coverage.
Logi P/N: 960-001225
MSRP $2,099 – 2,599

**MEETUP**
MeetUp is a plug-and-play conference camera for small meeting rooms, featuring an ultra-wide lens with motorized pan and tilt and up to 5X zoom in a compact, easy-to-install form factor.
Logi P/Ns
MeetUp: 960-001101
MeetUp + Expansion Mic: 960-001201
MRSP $899.99 – 1,079.99

**RALLY BAR MINI**
Simplicity meets versatility with Rally Bar Mini, Logitech’s most advanced all-in-one video bar for small rooms or huddle spaces. Deploy at scale in USB or appliance mode.
Logi P/Ns
Graphite: 960-001336
White: 960-001348
MSRP $2,999

**LOGITECH ROOMMATE**
Connect the modular Rally System or MeetUp to RoomMate and add a Logitech Tap touch controller, Scribe whiteboard camera*, and other collaboration devices to your meeting rooms to turn any space into an appliance-based video conferencing room.
Logi P/N: 950-000081
MSRP $999

*Compatibility may vary, see www.logitech.com/support/scribe-compatibility for the latest information.
LOGITECH Scribe and Swytch

Whiteboard Camera for Video Conferencing Rooms

Designed for whiteboard sharing in the modern workplace, Logitech Scribe broadcasts content on dry erase boards into video meetings with outstanding clarity. Now, even remote participants can have the best seat at the table.

With a clean wall-mounted design and thoughtful cable management, Scribe installs elegantly and out of the way of meeting collaboration. Together with the whiteboard content camera, Scribe includes a wireless share button, mounting components, power supply, and category cables for deployment at scale.

Effortlessly share whiteboards into video meetings with Logitech Scribe, an AI-powered whiteboard camera for Microsoft Teams®, Rooms, Zoom Rooms™, and other leading video conferencing services.

Clean, Flexible Installation

Securely mount Scribe to a variety of wall surfaces with the included installation kit.

Ensure clean, confident installs with cable retention and options to route cabling up, down, or through the wall.

AI Powered Performance

Presenter Removal

Scribe’s built-in AI delivers a transparency effect, allowing participants to see “through” the presenter for an unobstructed view of the whiteboard.

Swytch

Any Meeting, Every Room

Logitech Swytch offers a one-cable laptop link to a room’s conference camera and display, making it easy for teams to meet, present, and stream over any service.

Flexible Room Solution

With Swytch, you can deploy video conferencing room solutions from providers like Microsoft® or Zoom®, while also allowing people to use meeting rooms with other video services.
Deliver one-touch join, calendar integration, easy content-sharing, and a consistent experience across all rooms.

**Logitech Tap IP**
Meeting room touch controller connected via the network that delivers one-touch join and easy content-sharing, and is simple to set up. With a single Power over Ethernet connection, clean and secure cabling, and multiple mounting options, Tap IP is conveniently installed and stays up and running for the next video meeting. Included with room solutions that use IP-connected touch controllers.

Logi P/N:  
White: 952-000088  
Graphite: 952-000085  
MSRP $699

**Logitech Tap**
Meeting room touch controller that delivers one-touch join and easy content-sharing, and is simple to set up. With clean and secure cabling and multiple mounting options, Tap can be conveniently placed near participants for a tidy and professional install. Instantly share content via the HDMI ingest or the connected room system. Tap is included with room solutions that use USB-connected touch controllers.

Logi P/N 939-001950  
MSRP $999

**Logitech Tap Room Scheduler**
Purpose-built scheduling panel for meeting spaces. Indicates availability from a distance and displays meeting details up close. Claim the space for ad hoc meetings, or book ahead for scheduled sessions. Clean cable management and included mounts allow Tap Scheduler to be professionally installed outside any meeting space for fast deployment.

Logi P/N:  
White: 952-000094  
Graphite: 952-000091  
MSRP $699
Logitech software technologies are an integral part of the meeting experience for both meeting rooms and personal collaboration. Software enhances Logitech hardware by ensuring a consistent, unified, and customizable experience across devices and rooms, along with the ability to remotely manage those solutions.

**SYNC SOFTWARE**

As the size of your video deployment grows, so does the number of devices you need to manage. Sync works alongside your service provider admin tool to help you build and maintain dependable video deployment for your organization.

**SELECT SERVICE PLAN**

Logitech Select is a comprehensive service plan that ensures your video collaboration solutions are always ready and operational when your teams need them, with business-class service from a vendor you know and trust. Select offers 24/7 support, a dedicated Customer Success Manager, accelerated RMA, onsite spares, and advanced Sync analytics.

**VIDEO COLLABORATION EXTENDED WARRANTY**

Purchasing an extended warranty* provides peace of mind in knowing your Logitech video collaboration room systems and devices are protected against defects for up to five years from the purchase date. Extended warranties are available for either one year or three years beyond the original Logitech two-year warranty.

*Terms and conditions apply. Not available in all countries. Contact your reseller.

**RIGHTSENSE TECHNOLOGIES**

Logitech RightSense proactive technologies automate and enhance the meeting experience.

**RIGHTSIGHT**

In Meeting Spaces finds human silhouettes within the camera’s field of view and automatically pans, tilts, and zooms to comfortably frame everyone in the room.

**RIGHTLIGHT**

Optimizes light balance and color to prioritize the appearance of faces and render natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or backlit conditions.

**RIGHTSOUND**

Improves voice clarity by suppressing background noise and echo, auto-leveling voices, and focusing on the active talker so that everyone can be heard.
Logitech supports video collaboration solutions that create equitable meeting experiences for everyone. We help people and teams work better together from anywhere without compromising on quality, productivity, or the creativity that comes from collaboration.

OUR COMMITMENT TO SHAPING A BETTER WORLD

Logitech commits to being part of global efforts to co-create a more sustainable world with a 1.5°C Climate Pledge, 100% renewable electricity goal, and certified CarbonNeutral® gaming products. We believe consumers have the right to make informed choices, so we are adding carbon transparency labels to our products. logitech.com/en-us/sustainability.html